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ABSTRACT

System reliability is an issue of the utmost importance to the system engineer. is investigation is concerned
with the reliability analysis of a circular consecutive-3-out-of-8: F repairable system with a single repairman.
In case of more than one failed component, priority for repair is assigned to the critical failed component. e state transition probability
matrix is obtained using concept of critical components and generalized transition probability. Expressions for some performance measures
such as system reliability, availability and mean time to ﬁrst failure are established. Numerical results are presented to analyse the eﬀect of
traﬃc intensity upon the performance indices.
1. INTRODUCTION
Reliability is a measure of the “operational success” of a machining
system. Consequently, reliability analysis forms an integral part in
the planning, designing and operation of all systems. A system
designer has to keep high reliability and low cost as the guiding
parameters. Both these demands are met in the consecutive-k-outof-n: F systems wherein the system fails if and only if at least k consecutive components (out of a total of n) fail.
Kontoleon (1980) is ascribed the credit of introducing the consecutive-k-out-of-n: F system reliability models. Since then, considerable
work is reported in literature on these models such as those of Chiang
and Niu (1981), Derman et al. (1982), Malon (1984), Du and Hwang
(1986), Ge and Wang ((1990) , Zuo and Wu (1996) and others.
Zhang and Wang (1996) proposed a linear consecutive-2-out-of-n:F
system for which repair is facilitated using the queue discipline “ﬁrst
in ﬁrst out”. Later, Flynn and Chung (2004) presented an algorithm to
determine optimal replacement policies for the consecutive-k-outof-n systems. Krishnan & Somasundaram, (2011) provided reliability
analysis of repairable consecutive-k-out-of-n: G systems with sensor
and repairmen.
A circular consecutive-k-out-of-n: F system can be visualized as having n components arranged along a circle wherein components n and
1 are considered consecutive. is system will fail if and only if at least
k consecutive components in the system fail. Zhang et al. (2000) studied a circular consecutive-2-out-of-n: F repairable system by providing priority to the failed components for repair. A repairable circular
consecutive-k-out-of-n:F system with single repairman was investigated by Yam et al. (2003).
is paper deals with a circular consecutive-3-out-of-8: F repairable
system with single repairman. Priority is assigned in repair to failed
components by introducing the concept of critical component. Rest
of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to model
description stating underlying assumptions and useful notations. In
the next section 3, governing equations are constructed to generate
the transition rate matrix. e performance metrics of the system are
established in section 4. Numerical results are presented in section 5.
We draw curtains in section 6 with some concluding remarks on the
work done.
2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
A circular consecutive-3-out-of-8: F system is considered having provision of a single repairman. e system is explicitly described using
the following underlying assumptions:
Ÿ e system consists of 8 components arranged along a circular
path wherein components 1 and 8 are considered to be consecutive.
Ÿ

e system is considered failed when at least 3 consecutive components in the system fail.
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Ÿ

e life times and repair times of the components are assumed to
be exponentially distributed.

Ÿ

All the components are working at time t=0.

Ÿ

e repair facility consists of a single repairman.

Ÿ

Upon repair, a component works as good as a new one.

Ÿ

e component which when repaired restores the system to
working state is called a ‘critical component’. Such critical components, upon failure, are given priority in repair vis-à-vis other
components.

Some notations employed for modeling purpose are given below:
li

: Failure rate of ithcomponent

mi

: Repair rate of ith component

[x]

: e greatest integer less than or equal to x.

pij(Dt)
: e generalized transition probability from state i to
state j in time Dt
M-I
: he number of possible cases for state –i for a circular
cosecutive-3-out-of-8: F system
It should be noted that a state –i implies that i components have
failed but the system still works. On the other hand, j state means a
failed state of the system wherein j components stop working.
3. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
Assume {N(t), t ³ 0} to be a continuous-time homogeneous Markov
process with ﬁnite state space W. For a given state i Î W, we may
assume Micases.
Deﬁne pim = Pr{System is in case m of the state i| N(t) = I}, m=1,2,….,Mi
It is clear that
Now, pm(i)j(t) Pr{N(t+t) = j| system is in case m of state i at time t}
pij(Dt) Pr{N(t+Dt) = j| N(t) = I} =

(1)

pij(Dt) is called the generalized transition probability from state i to
state j in time Dt.
If i¹j, assume pm(i)j(Dt) = qm(i)jDt + O(Dt)
en (1) can be rewritten as,
pij(Dt) = qijDt + O(Dt) for i¹j
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where, qij =
pii(Dt) = 1 -
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and
+ O(Dt) = 1 – qiDt + O(Dt)

(3)

In case of equal probability of occurrence of every case of state I,
us, the transition rate matrix for the circular consecutive-3-out-of8: F system is expressed as:
(4)

while (3) is rewritten as
(5)

Let the state of the system at time t be denoted by N(t). en,

N(t) =

0, if all the components work and the system works at time t
-1, if one component fails and the system works at time t
-2, if two components fail and the system works at time t
……………………………………………………………………………......
-[2n/3], if [2n/3] components fail and the system still works
at time t
3, if three components fail and the system fails
4, if four components fail and the system fails
……………………………………………………………………………......
[2n/3]+1, if [2n/3]+1 components fail and the system fails

us, for the model under consideration for n = 8, the set of working
states is denoted by W = {0,-1,-2,-3,-4,-5} while the set of failed states
is described as F = {3,4,5,6}.

4. PERFORMANCE METRICS
4.1. System Reliability
For determining the system reliability R(t), consider a continuoustime homogeneous Markov process {N(t), t 0} with ﬁve absorbing
states. It is obvious that the set of failed states in {N(t), t 0} becomes
the set of absorbing states in {(t), t 0}.

e set of equations is derived using generalized transition probability and the concept of critical component, as follows:

e system reliability then assumes the form

p0-1(Dt) = 8l(Dt) + O(Dt)
;
(6)
p00(Dt) = 1 - 8l(Dt) + O(Dt)
;
(7)
p0j(Dt) = O(Dt)
; j ¹ 0,-1
(8)
p-10(Dt) = m(Dt) + O(Dt)
;
(9)
p-1-2(Dt) = 7l(Dt) + O(Dt)
;
(10)
p-1-1(Dt) = 1 – (7l+m)(Dt) + O(Dt) ;
(11)
p-1j(Dt) = O(Dt)
;
j ¹ 0,-1,-2
(12)
p-i-(i-1)(Dt) = m(Dt) + O(Dt)
; i =2,3,4,5
(13)
p-2-3(Dt) = (Dt) + O(Dt)
;
(14)
p-3-4(Dt) = (Dt) + O(Dt)
;
(15)
p-4-5(Dt) = (Dt) + O(Dt)
;
(16)
p-23(Dt) = (Dt) + O(Dt)
;
(17)
p-34(Dt) = (Dt) + O(Dt)
;
(18)
p-45(Dt) = (Dt) + O(Dt)
;
(19)
p-56(Dt) = 3l (Dt) + O(Dt)
;
(20)
p-i-i(Dt) = 1 – {(8-i)l+m}(Dt) + O(Dt); i = 2,3,4,5
(21)
p-ij(Dt) = O(Dt)
;j ¹i, -(i-1), -(i+1), (i+1) (22)
pi-(i-1)(Dt) = m(Dt) + O(Dt)
; i = 3,4,5,6
(23)
pii(Dt) = 1 - m(Dt) + O(Dt)
; i = 3,4,5,6
(24)
pij(Dt) = O(Dt)
; j ¹-(i-1),i
(25)

e following systems of the diﬀerential equations can be easily
derived:

Equations (6)-(25) can be utilized to obtain the transition rate matrix
Q as follows:
Q = (qij),
i,j Î W
where,
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and

Laplace transform of equation (28) is obtained using initial conditions as,
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e Fokker-Planck equation can be obtained as follows:

with the initial conditions given by

Equations (30)-(35) can be algebraically simpliﬁed to yield,

Denote P(t) = {p0(t), p-1(t), p-2(t), p-3(t), p-4(t), p-5(t), p3(t), p4(t), p5(t), p6(t)}
Use the transition rate matrix to replace equation (45) by
p¢(t) = P(t).Q,

….(46)

We derive the Laplace transform of equation (46) as
sp*0(s) = -8lp*0(s) + mp*-1(s) + 1
,
sp*-1(s) = 8lp*0(s) – (7l+m)p*-1(s) + mp*-2(s)
,
sp*-2(s) = 7lp*-1(s) – (6l+m)p*-2(s) + mp*-3(s) + mp*3(s),
sp*-3(s) = p*-2(s) – (5l+m)p*-3(s) + mp*-4(s) + mp*4(s)
sp*-4(s) = p*-3(s) – (4l+m)p*-4(s) + mp*-5(s)
+ mp*5(s)
sp*-5(s) = *-4(s) – (3l+m) *-5(s)+ mp*6(s),
sp*3(s) = p*-2(s) – mp*3(s)
,
sp*4(s) = p*-3(s) – mp*4(s)
,
sp*5(s) = p*-4(s) – mp*5(s)
,
sp*6(s) = 3lp*-5(s) – mp*6(s)
,

….(47)
….(48)
….(49)
….(50)
….(51)
….(52)
(53)
(54)
(55)
(56)

e above Laplace transform equations (47) – (56) are solved to give
where,

e Laplace transform of the system's reliability R(t) is given by

= [g3(s,l,m) + 8lg2(s,l,m) + 392l2g1(s,l,m)
+ 336l3(s+3l+m)(6s+43l+6m) - (40320/19)l4m
+ 6720l5] /f1(s,l,m)
4. 2 System Mean Time to First Failure (MTTF)
e system mean time to ﬁrst failure is evaluated using

….(43)
e system availability at time t is deﬁned as
A(t) = p0(t) + p-1(t) +p-2(t) +p-3(t) +p-4(t) +p-5(t)

(67)

Laplace transform of A(t) yields

4.3. System Availability
We deﬁne
pj(t) = P{N(t) = j}
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jÎW
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where

e steady-state availability of the system is derived using Tauberian
theorem and L'Hospital's rule as

Fig. 1: Mean time to failure(MTTF) vs. traﬃc intensity

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results to illustrate how the system availability and mean time to failure (MTTF) are aﬀected by varying traﬃc intensity .
We observe from ﬁgure 1 that the system mean time to failure
(MTTF) decreases with the increase in . e decreasing trend is
sharper for lower values of and then attains the asymptotic limit. Figure .2 depicts variation of steady state availability against the traﬃc
intensity. It is clearly illustrated that the machine availability
decreases with corresponding increase in .
Overall, it can be concluded that both the system availability and
mean time to failure decrease as traﬃc intensity increases. is is
also in accordance with the physical situations.

Fig. 2: Steady state availability(A) vs. traﬃc intensity

6.CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, a circular consecutive-3-out-of-8: F repairable system
with single repairman is studied. Maintenance is initiated when the
number of failed components exceeds the critical level. By introducing the concept of generalized transition probability and critical component, explicit expressions for Mi are obtained. e equations for
performability measures such as reliability and availability are
obtained. Numerical results are employed to provide insight on the
impact of traﬃc intensity upon the MTTF and system availability. It is
hoped that the work done would provide greater theoretical meaning to the consecutive-k-out-of-n: F systems.
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